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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs

of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the basis for the rejections under

this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published
under section 122 (b) , by another filed in the United States before the
invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an
application for patent by another filed in the United States before the
invention by the applicant for patent, except that an international
application filed under the treaty defined in section 351(a) shall have the
effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the
United States only if the international application designated the United
states and V7as published under Article 21(2} of such treaty in the English
language

.

1. Claims 35, 36, 38-42, 48, 49, 52, 53, 57-61, 63, 64 are

rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being, anticipated by Dorf

(U.S. Patent No, 6,000,608).

Re claim 35: Dorf discloses:

a terminal located at a point-of-sale where monetary

consideration is received from or on behalf of an end-user to

pre-pay for selected goods or services, the terminal operable

to exchange electronic messages with a financial network;

a financial network operable to exchange electronic

messages with the point-of-sale terminal;
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("The system 108 comprises a plurality of cards 101, a sponsor

bank processor 102, and a processing hub 103, which serves as

the nerve center of the system' 108. If the system 108 is to

provide prepaid phone cards, it will also include a prepaid

phone card issuer hub 104 maintained by a prepaid phone

card issuer. In order to achieve the desired functionality, the

system 108 uses existing banking networks in a unique and novel

way to gain access to virtually all existing retail point-of-

sale (POS) devices 105. These devices 105 include stand-alone

POS terminals, cash registers with POS interfacing, computers

with POS interfacing, and other similar devices which can be

used to access the banking system. ") -see col. 4 lines 19-32;

a payment processor including a database for storing a

list of participating point-of-sale merchants and further

including a database associating each of a plurality of

intermediary account numbers with at least one

corresponding end-user account number, each end-user

account number associated with a corresponding vendor ("Once the

data is received...the processing hub 103 recognizes the

identification number of the card as being associated with a

particular prepaid phone card issuer. Next, a security check is

performed to verify that this transaction is originating from a

retailer that is authorized to sell the prepaid phone cards. If
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the transaction is originating from an authorized retailer, the

transaction will proceed...The issuer hubl04 contains one or more

phone databases204...When the issuer gub 104 receives the data

from the processing hubl03, it activates the record in the phone

card datbase204 having the same identification as the card 101

...upon receipt of the transaction data, the hub 103 recognizes

the card 101 as being an Electronic Gift Certificate card of the

retail issuer and activates or recharged the card 101 In the

appropriate amount in an EGC database205 maintained at the

processing hub 103.") -see .col. 7 line 2-col. 8 line 2;

and the payment processor operable to exchange

electronic messages with the point-of-sale terminal via the

financial network and including means for crediting an indicia

of monetary value to a corresponding intermediary account

stored in a database coupled to the payment processor in

response to receiving a payment message from the point-of-

sale terminal, and further including interface means for

communicating at least a recharge transaction to the

corresponding vendor to credit a selected one of the end-

user accounts associated with the corresponding

intermediary account in response to crediting the corresponding

intermediary account {''Optionally, the Electronic Gift

Certificate card 101 could also be recharged, the recipient of
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the cardlOl is allowed to make purchases using the card... If the

card 101 is for use in many retail locations, it would instead

be processed during purchase transactions as a typical debit

card, preferably using the debit networkl07...the retail issuer or

the cardholder must have an account with the sponsor bank...The

sponsor bank then transfers the purchase amount...The transaction

data is then forwarded to the processing hub 103 so that the EGC

database 205 can be updated...-see col. 8- col . 9 line 10, col. 10

lines 62-64.

-Also, see cols. 4-6, Figs. 1 and 2.

Re claim 36 & 64: Dorf discloses a system and method:

wherein the point-of-sale terminal comprises an automated

teller machine (ATM) -see col. 1;

Re claims 38 and 39: Dorf discloses a wherein the

financial network comprises a card association network, and the

acquiring processor for communicating messages between the

financial network and a plurality of such terminals . -see col. 1

lines 19-23, col. 4 lines 47-67.

Re claims 40, 41: Dorf discloses:

establishing an intermediary account having a corresponding

account identifier;

associating the account identifier of the intermediary

account with an end-user's prepaid account maintained by a
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teleconununication vendor and storing the association in a

database coupled to a central payment processor, wherein the

association includes information that allows the central payment

processor to identify the end-user's prepaid account when

presented with the account identifier;

-see col. 7 lines 2-26, and Figs. 1 and 2;

facilitating a payment transaction between the end-user

and a point-of-sale, the payment transaction comprising

receiving a payment from the end-user at the point-of-sale

together with the account identifier for loading value into the

end-user's prepaid account-see col. 7 line 35-col. 8 line 21;

electronically and directly communicating data indicative

of the transaction from the point-of-sale to the central

payment processor-see ''processing hub''-fig.2 and related text;

in the central payment processor, validating the

transaction data and transmitting a response to the point-

of-sale-see col. 8 lines 22-33;

and in the central payment processor, if the

validating step results in approval of the

transaction, sending a message to the telecommunication vendor

for loading value into the end-user's associated prepaid

account responsive to the payment transaction-see col. 6 line
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65-col. 7 line 21, col. 8 line 50-col.9 line 10, col, 10 lines

61-64

.

Re claim 42: Dorf discloses:

wherein said communicating step comprises communication

between the point-of-sale and the central payment processor via

a merchant hub. -see fig. 2 "Retailer E".

Re claim 48: Dorf discloses a method for effecting payment

for goods and services-see cols. 7-9, further the remaining

limitations are similar to those in claim 40 and are rejected

using the same art and rationale.

Re claim 49: Dorf disclose issuing a card to the end-user

that includes identification of the end-user's intermediary

account. -see col. 7 lines 2-20.

Re claims 52, 53, 57: Dorf discloses wherein the end-

user's account has an account number corresponding to a valid

credit card account number and can be presented by the end-user

to purchase goods and services . -see col. 4 lines 36-67 and col.

1.

Re claim 58: Dorf discloses wherein .the end-user's account

has an account number corresponding to a valid credit card

account number to facilitate electronic messaging over existing

credit card association networks . -see col. 4.

Re claims 59-61: Dorf discloses:
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wherein receiving a payment from the end-user at the point

of sale includes receiving the payment:

in the form of cash-see col. 5;

as a debit card transaction-see cols. -5,7,8;

as a credit card transaction-see col . 8 lines 3-6;

Re claim 63: Dorf discloses a brick-and-mortar retail

merchant site. -see col. 5.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which

forms the basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this

Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically
disclosed or described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the
differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior
art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at
the time • the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the
art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be
negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

2. Claims 37,43,45-47,54,55, 62 are rejected under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Dorf in view of

Muehlberger (U.S. Patent No. 5,696, 908)..

Re claim 37 & 62 : Although Dorf discloses a system and

method, ("In order to achieve the desired functionality, the
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system 108 uses existing banking networks in a unique and novel

way to gain access to virtually all existing retail point-of-

sale (POS) devices 105...") -see col. 4 lines 25-35, Dorf does not

specifically disclose wherein the point-of-sale terminal

comprises a vending machine. Muehlberger however, teaches

("Telephone debit cards are automatically vended through a

microprocessor controlled vending machine -see Abstract, and

col . 3 It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill

in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Dorf to

include that the point-of-sale terminal be a vending machine as

taught by Muehlberger in order to provide the customer with

convenience of purchasing a pre-paid card at multiple locations.

Re claims 43, 45, 47, 54, 55: Dorf discloses a system and

method designating an intermediary bank account and

collecting an amount of money equal to the payment

amount, subject to adjustment, from the point-of-sale

merchant's bank account into the intermediary bank account

see fig. 2 and col. 6 lines 32-51, Dorf does not specifically

disclose electronic funds transfer and wherein said collecting

step is effecting via the ACH. Muehlberger however, teaches

using electronic funds transfer and ACH in col. 3 lines 21-24,

It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the

art at the time the invention was made to modify Dorf to include
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electronic funds transfer as taught by Muehlberger in order to

for the customer to be able to use the telephone card

immediately

.

Re claim 46: Dorf discloses wherein the telecommunications

vendor is a prepaid platform operator, -see col. 5 lines 19-20.

3, Claim 44 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Dorf in view of Muehlberger as applied to

claim 43 above further in view of Risafi (US Patent No.

6,473,500)

.

Re claim 44: Dorf and Muehlberger do not specifically

disclose said collecting step is carried out in a batch mode on

a daily basis. Risafi however, teaches (^'In addition to

activating a card using these two methods, other functions can

be performed on either an individual or a batch basis. The PIN

can be changed, the card account can be reloaded, either by the

card user or on the card user's behalf, purchases can be made,

and the account can be closed .") -see col. 9 lines 19-23, col. 12

lines 52-67, col. 14 lines 31-67. It would have been obvious to

one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention

was made to modify Dorf and Muehlberger to include batch
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processing as was done by Risafi in order to process many cards

at a time.

4. Claim 51 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Dorf in view of Carson (U.S. Patent No.

6,028,920)

.

Re claim 51: Although Dorf discloses . (''The

multifunction card system further comprises at least one phone

card having a unique identification number encoded on it../') -see

col. 3 lines 28-41, Dorf does not specifically disclose the

account is a cellular phone account. Carson however, teaches a

pre-paid phone card system wherein the telephone service

provider associated with the pre-paid telephone card is a

wireless telephone service provider. -see col. 16 lines 40-49.

It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the

art at the time the invention was made to modify Dorf to include

a pre-paid telephone card to be used with wireless phone service

as taught by Carson in order to provide the customer with a

means of pre-paying for wireless telephone service.
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5, Claims 56 and 65 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a)

as being unpatentable over Dorf in view of Risafi (US Patent No.

6,473,500)

.

Re claim 56: Although Dorf discloses the user

presents the credit card account number in order to purchase

goods or services by first making a payment in person at a point

of sale to load into the corresponding intermediate account-see

col. 4 lines 47-67, Dorf does not specifically disclose

purchasing via the Internet. Risafi however, teaches ("Another

use for the invention is in electronic commerce as making

purchases via the Internet .") -see col. 19 lines 66-67. It would

have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to modify Dorf to include the using

the pre-paid card to make purchases via the Internet as taught

by Risafi in order to provide the user with the purchasing

convenience provided by the Internet.

Re claim 65: Dorf does not specifically disclose

electronically communicating data includes interaction with an

IVR system via telecommunications. Risafi however, discloses a

pre-paid card system and method using voice recognition . -see

col . 7 lines 3-8. It would have been obvious to one having

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to
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modify Dorf to include a voice recognition system in order to

connect to a network.

Conclusion

6. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is

considered pertinent to applicant's disclosure.

Stimson et al . (US Patent No. 5, 721, 768) -cited for its

reference to pre-paid card system and method including

recharging cards, IVR systems, terminals, and multiple

databases

.

Khuc et al. (US Patent No. 5 , 828 , 740 ) -cited for its

reference to a prepaid calling card, telecommunications,

network, voice response units, vendor database.

Hogan (US. Patent No, 5 , 704 , 04 6) -cited for its reference to

prepaid financial card that can be used as a credit card,

financial network, vending machine.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier

communications from the examiner should be directed to Elda

Milef whose telephone number is (571)272-8124. The examiner can

normally be reached on Monday -Thursday 8:30 am to 4:30pm-

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are

unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, Richard Chilcot can be

reached on (571)272-6777. The fax phone number for the
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organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is

571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be

obtained from the Patent Application Information Retrieval

(PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status

information for unpublished applications is available through

Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system,

see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on

access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 856-217-9197 (toll-free) . If you would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or

access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199

(IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

Elda Milef
Examiner
Art Unit 3692


